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be left
HARRISBURG - The Penn-

sylvania Game Commission is
renewing its annual plea to persons
sympathetic to wildlife to leave
wild “youngsters” in their natural
habitat, and not to encourage or
entice wildlife to congregate in
areas where the creatures become
obnoxious.

With many young birds and
animals in the field and forest at
this time of the year, persons
finding the tiny creatures may
innocently believe the wildlife has
been deserted or “orphaned.”
Such is not the case.

Usually the parents, frightened
by the approach of humans, have
taken cover a short distance away.
They will return tothe care of their
offspring as soon as they are left
alone.

Human sympathies are un-
derstandably with young rabbits,
birds, fawn deer, etc. Annually,
wildlife conservation officers are
plagued with “orphaned” wildlife
which would have lived normal

Wildlife should
alone

lives had they been left in the field
or forest.

Few humans have the ex-
perience or training necessary to
raise wildlife, and young birds and
animals removed from natural
surroundings usually die, despite
the best intentions and efforts of
humans.

Of equal concern are animals
which are fed or otherwise at-
tracted to particular locations,
usually to be viewed by humans.
Special problems are created by
those who feed bears, inducing the
cute, cuddly creatures to come to
orremain in a certain area.

Later, these animals become a
nuisance, constantly showing up
for handouts, upsetting garbage
cans, roaming through towns,
climbing trees, frightening
residents, etc. Then conservation
officers are hastily summoned to
trap and relocate the nuisance
bruins, which often return quickly
to repeat their upsetting and
sometimes dangerouspranks.
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''Now, this is what I call a meal fit for a king."
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"Here, King."
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